In the News: The Summer Olympics for Kids
Click on the links to request titles from the Granville County library!

Picture Books
Flying High – By Michelle Meadows
From her athletic early childhood to the height of her success as an Olympic
champion, Flying High is the story of the world's greatest gymnast, Simone Biles!
Touch the Sky: Alice Coachman, Olympic High Jumper – By Ann Malaspina
In Alice's Georgia hometown, there was no track where an African-American
girl could practice, so she made her own. This is an inspiring story of the first
African-American woman to win an Olympic gold medal.
Nadia: the Girl who Couldn’t Sit Still- By Karlin Gray
Nadia Comaneci was a fearless little girl who went from climbing trees in
Romania to swinging into history at the 1976 Olympic Games, where she
received seven perfect scores in gymnastics.
Olympig – By Victoria Jamieson
Boomer the Pig has been training hard for the Animal Olympics. But one event
after another, Boomer keeps losing! Even after coming in last in every sport,
there's no getting this Olympig down!
The Wildest Race Ever – By Breanna J. McDanie
It was 1904 and St. Louis was proud to host America’s First Olympics. Part of the
Olympics was a wild, wacky marathon. How they ran and who won is a story of
twists and turns that wouldn’t be believed if it weren’t true!
Long-Armed Ludy and the First Women’s Olympics – By Jean L.S. Patrick
Lucile “Ludy” Godbold was six feet tall and skinnier than a Carolina pine. But
when she qualified for the first Women's Olympics in 1922, she had no money
to go. With some help, Ludy traveled to Paris and won the gold medal.
How to Train with a T.Rex and Win 8 Gold Medals - by Michael Phelps
What does it take to win eight gold medals? Napping away three summer
vacations? Eating enough broccoli to fill the back of a pickup truck?
Swimming the length of the Great Wall of China three times?

Curious George and the Summer Games – by H.A. Rey
Every year, the town has a Summer Games field day, and George wants to join
in on the fun, especially if the prize is a medal! But what is the perfect Summer
Games event for a little monkey? With some teamwork and cheering on the
contestants, George is ready to make this the best Summer Games!
Wilma Unlimited – by Kathleen Krull
Before Wilma Rudolph was five years old, polio had paralyzed her left
leg. Everyone said she would never walk again. But Wilma refused to
believe it. Not only would she walk again, she vowed, she'd run. And she
did run—all the way to the Olympics.

Middle Grades
Olympia the Games Fairy – by Daisy Meadow
Kirsty and Rachel are excited to watch the running, biking, and swimming
events. But when people start swimming in circles, losing bike tires, and
tripping over their own feet, the girls know something is wrong. Olympia the
Games Fairy's magic objects have disappeared! If they don't find them in time,
the games will be ruined! Can Rachel and Kirsty go for the gold -- and come to
the rescue?
Hour of the Olympics – by Mary Pope Osborne
No girls allowed at the Olympic Games! That's the rule when the Magic Tree
House whisks Jack and Annie back to ancient Greece. But when Annie tells jack
to go to the games without her, he knows she's up to something. Will Annie
find a way to see the games? Or will she get herself—and Jack—into Olympicsize trouble? Find out in Hour of the Olympics.
Geronimo Stilton Saves the Olympics - by Geronimo Stilton
Athens, Greece: the first Olympic Games are about to take place, and the Pirate
Cats have traveled back in time to enter the competition. The fiendish felines
plan to win as many events as they can. But in order to gain an edge, they bring
all sorts of modern-age sports gear to improve their odds of winning! It's up to
Geronimo and the gang to foil their scheme and save history.
Speed Star – by Jonny Zucker
Rex's cell phone is no ordinary cell phone. With the push of a button, the phone
transports Rex to the Olympic village where he will compete in the 100-meter
dash against a skilled runner and athlete.

What are the Summer Olympics?- by Gail Herman
Back in 775 BC, athletes from all over Ancient Greece came together to
compete in various games. Today, nearly three thousand years after the first
Games, the Summer Olympics attract one hundred thousand top athletes from
over two hundred countries. Billions of fans around the world cheer on their
national teams to bring back the gold.
On your Mark, Get Set, Gold!: An Irreverent Guide to the Sports of the
Summer Games- by Scott Allen
Packed with awe-inspiring facts, this hilariously informative guide will make
readers laugh their sports socks off! From boxing to boccia, find out just
what it takes to compete in every sport in the summer games. You’ll
discover what makes each sport great — and not so great — as well as what
skills and equipment you’ll need to start practicing like a pro!
Boys in the Boat (Young Reader Edition) – by Daniel James Brown
Out of the depths of the Great Depression comes the astonishing tale of nine
working-class boys from the American West who at the 1936 Olympics showed
the world what true grit really meant. With rowers who were the sons of
loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the eight-oar crew was never expected
to defeat the elite East Coast teams, yet they did, going on to shock the world
by challenging the German boat rowing for Adolf Hitler.
Swifter, Higher, Stronger: A Photographic History of the Summer Olympics –
by Sue Macy
Let the games begin again! Swifter, Stronger, Higher (Updated Edition) paints
a dramatic and fascinating picture of the Summer Olympics. Absorbing
narrative and vivid photographs tell stories of tragedy, triumph, scandal, and
of course, action from over a century of the modern games!
Ancient Olympic Games – by Hadyn Middleton
Describes the origins, sports, other events, and end of the ancient Olympic
games.
Olympia: Warrior Athletes of Ancient Greece – by Dyan Blacklock
In the eighth century B.C. the city-states of Greece were in a constant state
of war, until King Iphitus stopped the blood-shed by reviving an ancient
tradition-an athletic contest to honor the gods. Those games would survive
for hundreds of years becoming the inspiration for our modern Olympic
Games. Revisit those early games- the holy rituals, the chariot racing and
equestrian events, the ancient pentathlon, the wrestling, the boxing-all the
skills of war that readily developed into the challenge of sport.

Teen
A Passion for Victory: the Story of the Olympics in Ancient and Modern Times –
by Benson Bobrick
From the barefoot races of 8th century BC to the underwater obstacle
courses in the early 20th century to the high-tension Berlin Games preceding
World War II, the Olympics have always been exciting dramas of athletic
prowess and human interest. A Passion for Victory tells the details of the
captivating story of the Olympic Games, starting with their inception in
Ancient Greece. It is rich with anecdotes and profiles of athletes and weaves
in important historical events to create a complete picture of each
installment of the Games.
Courage to Soar: a body in motion, a life in balance – by Simone Biles
Simone Biles' talent, passion, and perseverance have made her one of the top
gymnasts in the world, as well as a four-time winner of Olympic gold in Rio de
Janeiro. But there is more to Simone than the nineteen medals -- fourteen of
them gold -- and the Olympic successes. Simone takes you through the events,
challenges, and trials that carried her from an early childhood in foster care
to a coveted spot on the 2016 Olympic team.
Michael Phelps – by Kerrily Sapet
Traces the story of the record-setting swimmer and Olympic medalist, from his
childhood, through becoming a professional in his teenage years, to his winning
of eight gold medals in the 2008 Olympic Games.
Unsinkable: from Russian Orphan to Paralympic Swimming World
Champion – by Jessica Long
Born in Siberia, double amputee Jessica Long was adopted from a Russian
orphanage and with thirteen gold medals has since become one the most
decorated U.S. Paralympic athletes. Now Jessica shares all the moments,
medals, and milestones in her life that led to her domination in the
Paralympic swimming world.
Tumbling – by Caela Carter
Work harder than anyone. Be the most talented. Sacrifice everything. And if
you’re lucky, maybe you will go to the Olympics. By the end of the two days of
the U.S. Olympic Gymnastics Trials, some girls will be stars. Some will be going
home with nothing. And all will have their lives changed forever.

Gravity – by Sarah Deming
Gravity "Doomsday" Delgado is good at breaking things. But since she started
boxing with a legendary coach at a gym in Brooklyn, Gravity is finding her talent
for breaking things has an upside. Lately, she's been breaking records, breaking
her competitors, and breaking down the walls inside her. Boxing is taking her
places, and if she just stays focused, she knows she'll have a shot at the
Olympics. Life outside the ring is heating up, too. With Olympic dreams, Gravity
will have to decide what is worth fighting for.
Rush for the Gold: Mystery at the Olympics – by John Feinstein
Teen sports reporter Susan Carol is competing as a swimmer at her first-ever
Olympic games. It’s the opportunity of a lifetime, and her best friend Stevie is
both amazed and envious. Usually they cover sporting events together, now he’s
covering her. But Stevie can’t shake the feeling that something’s not right.
Everyone wants a piece of Susan Carol’s success—agents, sponsors, the media.
Just how far will they go to ensure that America’s newest Olympic darling wins
gold?
The Flip Side – by Shawn Johnson
Charlie Ryland has a secret. She may seem like your average high school
sophomore—but she’s just really good at pretending. Because outside of school
Charlie spends all her waking hours training to become one of the best
gymnasts in the world. And it’s not easy flying under the radar when you’re
aiming for Olympic gold…especially when an irresistible guy comes along and
threatens to throw your whole world off balance.

Chariots of Fire (1981)
Two very different runners -- hotshot Jewish Cambridge scholar Harold
Abrahams (Ben Cross) and rigid Presbyterian missionary Eric Liddell (Ian
Charleson) -- compete for the British team in the 1924 Olympics, facing intense
pressure and complex personal tests of faith. Hugh Hudson directs this edifying
1981 Best Picture Oscar winner, which is based on a true story.

